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Abstract— At elevated temperatures, pMOS transistors
show a considerable drift in fundamental device parame-
ters such as the threshold voltage when a large negative
bias is applied. This phenomenon, known as negative
bias temperature instability, is regarded as one of the
most important reliability concerns in highly scaled pMOS
transistors. Modeling efforts date back to the reaction-
diffusion (RD) model proposed by Jeppson and Svensson
forty years ago which has been continuously refined since
then. So far, the change in the interface state density
predicted by the RD model is directly used to approximate
the threshold voltage shift. Here we present a coupling of
the RD model to the semiconductor equations which is
required to go beyond that approximation and to study
degradation during realistic device operating conditions.
It is also shown that such a coupled treatment is required
to accurately model the behavior during the measurement
phase. In addition, the RD model is extended to improve
the prediction both in the stress and the relaxation phase
by accounting for trap-controlled transport of the released
hydrogen species.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Since its discovery forty years ago [1] negative bias temper-
ature instability (NBTI) has received a lot of scientific attention
[2–6]. Due to the increased electric fields inside the gate-oxide,
the presence of nitrogen, and the increased operating tempera-
tures, NBTI has become one of the most important reliability
concerns in modern CMOS technology [2, 6]. Negative bias
temperature stress is normally introduced via a large negative
voltage at the gate with drain and source remaining grounded
and results in a shift in device parameters, for instance in the
threshold voltage, the subthreshold slope, and the mobility.
Most importantly, the shift of the threshold voltage is often
described by a simple power-law∆Vth(t) = Atn, with A
being a coefficient which depends on temperature and the
electric field. While in earlier investigations the exponent n
was given to be in the range0.2 − 0.3, newer investigations
show thatn can be as small as0.12. In particular it was found
that the experimentally determined exponent is very sensitive
to the measurement setup, most notably to the unintentional
delay introduced thereby.

NBTI degradation is most commonly modeled by some
form of reaction-diffusion (RD) model which is often solved
analytically [3, 7, 8], and sometimes numerically in one or
two dimensions [3, 7, 9, 10]. Since the forward rate of the RD

model depends on the electric field and the created interface
states influence the electric field distribution, a rigorousstudy
requires the coupling of the RD model to the semiconductor
equations, for instance the drift-diffusion model. Although the
computational effort increases considerably, the advantages of
such a coupled approach are manifold. First, the feedback
of the various charges on the RD model is considered and,
most importantly,Vth shifts can be extracted by mimicking
the dynamics of the measurement process (stress interruption,
unavoidable relaxation,VG sweep, andID monitoring) instead
of relying on simplified relations. Furthermore, such a coupled
approach allows to study device degradation under realistic
dynamic and even inhomogeneous boundary conditions as
they occur under device operation. However, such a coupling
requires some care and some important considerations are
discussed in the following.

II. T HE REACTION-DIFFUSION MODEL

The reaction-diffusion model dates back to the work of
Jeppson and Svensson [11] and has been continuously refined
[3, 4, 7, 9]. It relies on the depassivation of dangling bonds
at theSi/SiO2 interface during stress. These dangling bonds,
which are commonly known asPb centers [12, 13], are present
in a considerable number at everySi/SiO2 interface and have
to be passivated during device fabrication by some sort of hy-
drogen anneal [2]. At elevated electric fields and temperatures
the hydrogen-silicon bonds can be broken, thereby releasing
atomic hydrogen. The releasedH either diffuses through the
oxide, resulting in a slope ofn = 1/4 or quickly dimerizes
into H2 [3, 4, 14], which gives a slope ofn = 1/6.

The kinetic equation describing the interface reaction is [7]

∂Nit

∂t
= kf(N0 − Nit) − krNitH

1/a
it

, (1)

whereNit = [Pb] is the interface state density,N0 = [PbH]0
the initial density of passivated interface defects,Hit the
interfacial hydrogen concentration,kf and kr the field and
temperature dependent rate coefficients, whilea gives the
order of the reaction (1 for H0 and2 for H2).

Transport of the hydrogen species away from the interface
is assumed to be controlled by conventional diffusion

∂H

∂t
= D∇2H , (2)

with D being the diffusion coefficient. At the boundary we
have to consider the influx of the newly created species
determined bya∂Nit/∂t. For the calculation of the time
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dependent density of interface states,Nit(t), (1) and (2) can
be solved numerically on an arbitrary geometry. FromNit the
threshold voltage shift is normally estimated by assuming that
all traps are positively charged, an assumption only fulfilled
during strong negative bias where the Fermi-level is close to
the valence band edge. In addition, any potentially generated
oxide charges are often neglected and we obtain

∆Vth = −
∆Qit(EF) + ∆Qot

Cox

≈ −
q∆Nit

Cox

. (3)

III. E XTENDED REACTION-DIFFUSION MODEL

Although the reaction-diffusion model has been successfully
used to describe NBTI, it only qualitatively predicts the
relaxation phase. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1 where the
NBTI degradation of an1.3 nm thick oxide during subsequent
stress/relaxation cycles is shown in comparison to simulation
results obtained from the RD model, assumingH0 and H2

kinetics. Good accuracy is only obtained during the first stress
phase while in the relaxation phase some saturation is often
observed which is not well reproduced. Also, if stress is
applied again, the accuracy of the results predicted by the RD
model decreases (see also fits to measurements in [3, 15]).
This issue is even more important for thicker oxides as used
in high-voltage devices where a stronger saturation is often
observed [16].

A. Trap-Controlled Transport

As will be shown in the following, the inclusion of hydro-
gen traps distributed over a wide energy range significantly
improves the accuracy of the model. These traps are intro-
duced by replacing the diffusion equation employed in the
RD model by dispersive transport models commonly used to
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1: NBTI degradation during subsequent stress/relaxation cycles for a
1.3 nm thick oxide. Although good accuracy can be obtained during
the first stress phase, the fit is only qualitative and considerably poorer
in the relaxation phase and the second stress phase. Shown are the
results of the standard RD model withH0 andH2 kinetics together
with measurement data from [3].

describe the motion of the hydrogen species in dielectrics
and amorphous materials [17–21]. We base our description
on the multiple trapping (MT) model [19, 20, 22] which is
compatible to the equations conventionally used in process
and device simulation. In the MT model the speciesH(x, t)
consists of free (conducting) particlesHc(x, t) and particles
residing on various trap levelsEt. The energy density of
those trapped particles is given byρ(x, Et, t) and the total
concentration of trapped hydrogen is calculated asHt(x, t) =
∫

ρ(x, Et, t) dEt. The continuity equation for the total con-
centration of the speciesH reads

∂Hc(x, t)

∂t
+

∂Ht(x, t)

∂t
= D∇2Hc(x, t) , (4)

where the flux is only determined by particles in the con-
duction states. At each trap level a balance equation accounts
for the newly trapped particles versus the released ones. The
release rate is proportional to the trapped charge on that level,
assuming appropriate space in the extended states.

∂ρ(Et)

∂t
= c(Et)Hc

(

g(Et) − ρ(Et)
)

−r(Et)ρ(Et) . (5)

Here,c(Et) andr(Et) are the energy-dependent capture and
release rates, respectively, andg(Et) is the trap density-of-
states, where commonly an exponential distribution is as-
sumed. In contrast to our previous work [16], we do not
assume cracking ofH2 and we also assume that the trapped
hydrogen remains uncharged.

Based on simplified solutions for the MT problem [20]
NBTI models have been developed [23] by assuming that all
hydrogen, free and trapped, can contributed to the reverse in-
terface rate. This boundary conditions results in slopes smaller
than those predicted by the RD model but the microscopic
justification for such an assumption is still unclear. In contrast,
we assume that only free hydrogen can re-passivate a dangling
bond, which results in slopeslarger than predicted by the RD
model, consistent with [9].

B. Coupling to the Semiconductor Equations

We solve the hydrogen equations together with the semi-
conductor device equations, consisting of the Poisson equa-
tion and the drift-diffusion equations. To account for the
bias dependence of NBTI, the forward rate is convention-
ally assumed to depend on the electric field. Also, it has
been found that holes at the surface are required [3], giving
kf = kf0 ps/pref exp(Eox/Eref). In contrast to standalone
implementations of the RD model, the full coupling can now
be taken into account, as bothps and Eox are available as
solution variables. In addition, the feedback of the created
interface charges onEox is considered which influences the
forward ratekf through the exponential dependence onEox.
Nevertheless, this feedback effect was found to be small.

More important is the fact that the concentration of ampho-
teric Pb centers,Nit, needs to be translated to an electrically
active interface density-of-states (DOS). In addition to the
band-tail states, which are assumed to stay approximately con-
stant during stress, the newly createdPb centers introduce two
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2: Comparison of measurement results with a calibrated RD simu-
lation (top) and the extended RD model (bottom). The discrepancy
observed in the relaxation phase of the RD model is removed by
the inclusion of traps. Also, the temperature-independentslope of
n = 0.31 during the stress phase is better matched with the trap-
controlled transport model.

dynamically changing distinct peaks in theSi bandgap [24].
We model the change in the DOS as

∆g(Et) = Nit

(

gP(Et, EP1, σ1) + gP(Et, EP2, σ2)
)

(6)

with

gP(Et, EP, σ) =
γ

σ

exp
(EP − Et

σ

)

(

1 + exp
(EP − Et

σ

))2
. (7)

and EP1 − Ev = 0.235 eV, EP2 − Ev = 0.85 eV, andσ1 =
σ2 = 0.08 eV2 [25]. The correction factorγ is introduced
to guarantee that the integral over one peak in the band-gap
equalsNit, in order to allow for comparison with models
that assume all interface states to be positively charged. Here,
the peak aroundEP1 is donor-like, that is, can be positively
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3: Calculated threshold voltage shift assuming three different charge
distributions at the interface in comparison to theVth shift predicted
by (3). Vth is extracted at maximumgm from the simulatedIDVG

curves assuming a) that all states are positively charged, b) that the
DOS is constant inside the bandgap, c) that the DOS follows (6).

charged or neutral, while peakEP2 is acceptor-like and not
normally charged during operation of pMOS devices. The
DOS (6) is used in a surface SRH recombination mechanism to
properly account for the dynamically changing trap occupancy,
in particular during measurement cycles.

IV. EXAMPLE AND DISCUSSION

To evaluate the model we consider a high-voltage pMOS
structure with a gate oxide thickness of48 nm which was
stressed atTL = 100, 125, 150, and175 ◦C by applyingVG =
−25 V. The degradation was monitored by interruption the
stress for2 s at regular intervals where a fullIDVG curve was
measured from whichVth was determined at maximumgm.
Note that for these devices delay-free measurements have not
yet been shown to be feasible due to the large gate overdrive
and the resulting current levels. Therefore, conventionalstress-
measurement-stress techniques have been used. In that context
it is important to consider the exact measurement setup during
the simulation by applying the same time-dependent bias
conditions and extractingVth in the same way as in the
measurement. Calibration results of the RD model are shown
in Fig. 2 (top), where particularly in the relaxation phase a
strong discrepancy is observed. Application of the extended
RD model, however, leads to a significant improvement as
shown in Fig. 2 (bottom). Best results were obtained by adding
a deep trap level at≈ 0.5 eV.

Another important issue is the influence of the partial
occupancy of the newly createdPb centers on the extracted
Vth shift and the subthreshold slope. Although during stress
the assumptionQit ≈ qNit is accurate, during theIDVG sweep
the trap occupancy changes as the Fermi-level moves closer to
mid-band. The influence on the extractedVth shift is shown in
Fig. 3 for three different models forQit: Assuming thatQit ≈

qNit irrespectively of the Fermi-level basically reproduces the
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4: Relative occupancy of the donor-like interface trap levelsduring
a measurement cycle, whereVG goes from V max

G to V min

G . As
the surface potential comes closer to the mid-gap position,the trap
occupancy is considerably reduced, whileNit degradation recovers
only slowly.

result of (3) and does not change the subthreshold slope.
For a constant DOS and with proper consideration of the
trap occupancy, the extractedVth is lower, as not all trap
levels are occupied anymore as shown in Fig. 4. Finally, when
accounting for the peaks introduced by thePb centers, the
trap occupancy becomes even smaller duringVth extraction
since the peak position used in (6) is relatively close to the
valence band, resulting in an even smaller shift ofVth. It is
important to note that the constant and peak DOS as used in
these simulations are only extreme cases of the more realistic
scenario where also fixed interface charges are created [2],
thereby reducing the bias dependence ofQit(EF). Also note,
that on-the-fly measurements which monitor the change inID

without reducing the stress voltage, are not susceptible tothat
issue.

Finally, a strong sensitivity of the simulation result on
the number of mesh points was observed. This is because
hydrogen is released close to theSi/SiO2 interface where it
can diffuse back to repassivate an interface state. Therefore,
when an equidistant mesh is used in the whole oxide, a large
number of mesh points (N > 1000) is required to properly
resolve the critical near-interface region. The problem can be
resolved by using an exponentially growing mesh spacing and
N = 30 was found to be sufficient in that particular example.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed and discussed a coupled solution of
an extended reaction-diffusion model with the semiconductor
device equations. It was found that trap-controlled transport
allowed to considerably improve the accuracy in the stress
and the relaxation phase. Furthermore, it was found that the
density-of-states of the electrically active interface states is
crucial as it considerably influences the predictedVth shifts.
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5: A strong sensitivity of the simulation result on the number of
mesh points is observed. For an equidistant mesh, a large number of
mesh points is required, while, in this example, for an exponentially
increasing mesh spacing 30 mesh points are sufficient.
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